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Dimensional flow, the scale dependence of the dimensionality of spacetime, is a feature shared by many 
theories of quantum gravity (QG). We present the first study of the consequences of QG dimensional flow 
for the luminosity distance scaling of gravitational waves in the frequency ranges of LIGO and LISA. We 
find generic modifications with respect to the standard general-relativistic scaling, largely independent 
of specific QG proposals. We constrain these effects using two examples of multimessenger standard 
sirens, the binary neutron-star merger GW170817 and a simulated supermassive black-hole merger event 
detectable with LISA. We apply these constraints to various QG candidates, finding that the quantum 
geometries of group field theory, spin foams and loop quantum gravity can give rise to observable signals 
in the gravitational-wave spin-2 sector. Our results complement and improve GW propagation-speed 
bounds on modified dispersion relations. Under more model-dependent assumptions, we also show that 
bounds on quantum geometry can be strengthened by solar-system tests.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

Quantum gravity (QG) includes any approach aiming at unify-
ing General Relativity (GR) and quantum mechanics consistently, so 
as to keep gravitational ultraviolet (UV) divergences under control 
[1,2]. Any such approach can be either top-down or bottom-up, de-
pending on whether it prescribes a specific geometric structure at 
the Planck scale, or it starts from low energies and then climbs up 
to higher energy scales. The former class includes string theory, 
nonlocal QG, and nonperturbative proposals as Wheeler–DeWitt 
canonical gravity, loop QG, group field theory, causal dynamical 
triangulations, causal sets, and noncommutative spacetimes. The 
latter class contains asymptotic safety and the spectral approach 
to noncommutative geometry. Such variety of QG theories leads to 
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many cosmological consequences which are currently under inves-
tigation [3].

Given the recent direct observations of gravitational waves 
(GW) [4–10], opening a new era in GW and multimessenger as-
tronomy, new opportunities are arising to test theories beyond GR. 
In general, QG may affect both the production [11,12] and the prop-
agation of GWs [11,13–15] in ways that differ from those obtained 
from modified-gravity models for dark energy. While QG aims at 
regularizing UV divergencies in a framework applying the laws of 
quantum mechanics to the gravitational force, one might hope that 
yet-to-be developed connections between UV and infrared regimes 
of gravity can lead to a consistent theory of dark energy from QG.

On one hand, one may believe that QG theories can leave 
no signature in GWs, arguing that quantum effects will be sup-
pressed by the Planck scale. Such a conclusion is reached by 
considering the leading-order perturbative quantum corrections to 
the Einstein–Hilbert action. Since these corrections are quadrat-
ic in the curvature and proportional to the Planck scale �Pl ≈
10−35 m = 5 ×10−58 Mpc, they are strongly subdominant at energy 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2019.135000
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or curvature scales well above �Pl. For instance, for a Friedmann–
Lemaître–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) universe, there are only two 
scales for building dimensionless quantities: �Pl and the Hubble ra-
dius H−1. Therefore, quantum contributions should be of the form 
(�Pl H)n , where n = 2, 3, . . .. Today, quantum effects are as small 
as (�Pl H0)

n ∼ 10−60n , and any late-time QG imprint is Planck-
suppressed and undetectable.

On the other hand, these considerations are not necessarily cor-
rect. One may consider nonperturbative effects going beyond the 
simple dimensional argument quoted above. Indeed, in the pres-
ence of a third intermediate scale L � �Pl, quantum corrections 
may become ∼ �a

Pl H
b Lc with a − b + c = 0, and not all these expo-

nents are necessarily small. Such is the case, for instance, of loop 
quantum cosmology with anomaly cancellation (a mini-superspace 
model motivated by loop quantum gravity), where quantum states 
of spacetime geometry may be endowed with a mesoscopic effec-
tive scale [16]. These and other QG inflationary models can leave a 
sizable imprint in the early universe [3].

In this Letter, we consider a long-range nonperturbative mech-
anism, dimensional flow, namely the change of spacetime dimen-
sionality found in most QG candidates [17–19]. We argue that this 
feature of QG, already used as a direct agent in QG inflationary 
models [20–23], can also have important consequences for the 
propagation of GWs over cosmological distances. We identify QG 
predictions shared by different quantization schemes, and deter-
mine a model-independent expression, Eq. (5), for the luminosity 
distance of GWs propagating in a dimensionally changing space-
time in QG. Testing this expression against current LIGO-Virgo data, 
mock LISA data, and solar-system tests, allows us to constrain the 
spacetime dimensionality of a representative number of QG the-
ories. We mainly focus on the spin-2 GW sector and on specific 
opportunities of GW experiments to test QG scenarios, assuming 
that the other dynamical sectors (e.g. spin-0 and spin-1) are not 
modified by QG corrections. Our results suggest that group field 
theory/spin foams/loop quantum gravity (GFT/SF/LQG), known to 
affect both the UV limit of gravity and cosmological inflationary 
scales, can also influence the properties of GWs, due to effects 
that have not been previously considered. We also compare our 
results with complementary constraints on modified dispersion re-
lations, and discuss possible implications of the Hulse–Taylor pul-
sar. Finally, we also take into consideration some different type of 
model-dependent bounds to QG theories, particularly from solar-
system experiments.

2. Dimensional flow

All the main QG theories share some features that will be the 
basis for our results. In general, there always exists a continuum 
limit to a spacetime with a continuous integrodifferential structure, 
effectively emerging from some fundamental dynamics that we do 
not need to specify here. On this continuum, one can consider 
a gravitational wave, which, in Isaacson shortwave approximation 
[24], is a high-frequency spin-2 perturbation hμν = h+e+

μν +h×e×
μν

over a background metric g(0)
μν = gμν − hμν and is described by 

the two polarization modes h+,× in D = 4 topological dimensions 
(with e+, ×

μν being the polarization tensors). Quantization of space-
time geometry or its emergence from fundamental physics intro-
duces, directly or indirectly, two types of change relevant for the 
propagation of GWs: an anomalous spacetime measure d�(x) (how 
volumes scales) and a kinetic operator K(∂) (modified dispersion 
relations). Other effects such as perturbative curvature corrections 
are not important here. The perturbed action for a small perturba-
tion hμν over a background g(0)

μν is

Table 1
Value of �UV for different QG theories. Theories with a near-IR parameter �meso �
1 are indicated in the second column.

�UV �meso � 1

GFT/SF/LQG [26–28] [−3,0) yes
Causal dynamical triangulations [29] −2/3
κ-Minkowski (other) [30,31] [−1/2,1]
Stelle gravity [32,33] 0
String theory (low-energy limit) [34,35] 0
Asymptotic safety [36] 0
Hořava–Lifshitz gravity [37] 0
κ-Minkowski bicross-product ∇2 [31] 3/2 yes
κ-Minkowski relative-locality ∇2 [31] 2 yes
Padmanabhan nonlocal model [38,39] 2 yes

S = 1

2�2�∗

∫
d�

√
−g(0)

[
hμνKhμν + O (h2

μν) +J μνhμν

]
, (1)

where the prefactor makes the action dimensionless, J μν is a 
generic source term, and the O (h2

μν) terms play no role at small 
scales. The modes h+,×/��∗ , where �∗ is a characteristic scale of 
the geometry, are dimensionally and dynamically equivalent to a 
scalar field.

The measure defines a geometric observable, the Hausdorff di-
mension dH(�) := d ln�(�)/d ln �, describing how volumes scale 
with their linear size �. In a classical spacetime, dH = 4. Also, 
spacetime is dual to a well-defined momentum space characterized 
by a measure �̃(k) with Hausdorff dimension dk

H, in general differ-
ent from dH. The kinetic term is related to dk

H and to another ob-
servable, the spectral dimension dS(�) := −d lnP(�)/d ln �, where 
P(�) ∝ ∫

�̃(k) exp[−�2K̃(−k2)], and the function K̃ is the disper-
sion relation K rescaled by a length power. In any plateau of di-
mensional flow, where all dimensions are approximately constant, 
hence �̃(k) ∼ dk kdk

H−1 and K̃ � �
2β−2∗ k2β for a constant β = [K]/2

(half the energy scaling of K), we find that P ∝ (�
β−1∗ �)−dk

H/β , im-
plying dS = 2dk

H/[K]. In such plateau region, since [S] = 0, from 
Eq. (1) we have

� � dH

2
− dk

H

dS
, (2)

and � ≈ const. We assume that dS 	= 0 at all scales. Cases where 
dS = 0 at short scales must be treated separately [25]. In the GR 
limit in D topological dimensions (standard spacetime, no QG cor-
rections), dH = dk

H = dS = D and � = D/2 − 1, the usual scaling of 
a scalar field.

Equation (2) applies to many concrete QGs, each with its own 
characteristic measures �, �̃ and kinetic operator K. Predictions 
of representative theories at small (�UV) and intermediate scales 
(�meso) are found in Table 1. Scales at which QG corrections are 
important belong to the UV regime, whereas intermediate scales 
where the corrections are small but non-negligible belong to the 
mesoscopic one.

Given a spacetime measure �, a kinetic operator K, and a com-
pact source J , the GW amplitude h (subscripts +, × omitted) is 
determined by the convolution h ∝ ∫

d�J G of the source with the 
retarded Green function obeying KG = δ� , where δ� is the Dirac 
delta generalized to a nontrivial measure �. In radial coordinates in 
the local wave zone (a region of space larger than the system size, 
but smaller than any cosmological scale), G(t, r) ∼ fG(t, r) r−� , 
where fG is dimensionless. This yields the scaling of h,

h(t, r) ∼ fh(t, r) (�∗/r)� , [ fh] = 0 . (3)

Equation (3) describes the distance scaling of the amplitude of GW 
radiation emitted by a binary system and observed in the local 
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wave zone, in any regime where � ≈ const. fh depends on the 
source J and on the type of correlation function (advanced or 
retarded), but the key point is that h is the product of a dimen-
sionless function fh and a power-law distance behaviour. This is a 
fairly general feature in QG, since it is based only on the scaling 
properties of the measure and the kinetic term.

3. Gravitational waves

We now extend these results to GWs propagating over cosmo-
logical distances. Working on a conformally flat FLRW background, 
t → τ is conformal time, r is the comoving distance of the GW 
source from the observer, and r is multiplied by the scale factor 
a0 = a(τ0) in the right-hand side of Eq. (3). To express Eq. (3) in 
terms of an observable, we consider GW sources with an electro-
magnetic counterpart. The luminosity distance of an object emit-
ting electromagnetic radiation is defined as the power L per flux 
unit F, dem

L := √
L/(4πF), and it is measured photometrically. On 

a flat FLRW background, dem

L = (1 + z) 
∫ τ0
τ (z) dτ = a2

0r/a, where 
z = a0/a − 1 is the redshift. We assume that QG corrections to 
dem

L are negligible at large scales. Absorbing redshift factors and 
all the details of the source (chirp mass, spin, and so on) into the 
dimensionless function fh(z), Eq. (3) becomes

h(z) ∼ fh(z)

[
�∗

dem

L (z)

]�

. (4)

The final step is to generalize relation (4), valid only for 
a plateau in dimensional flow, to all scales. An exact calcula-
tion is extremely difficult except in special cases, but a model-
independent approximate generalization is possible because the 
system is multiscale (it has at least an IR and a UV limit, � → 1 and 
� → �UV). In fact, multiscale systems such as those in multifractal 
geometry, chaos theory, transport theory, financial mathematics, 
biology and machine learning are characterized by at least two 
critical exponents �1 and �2 combined together as a sum of two 
terms r�1 + A r�2 + . . ., where A and each subsequent coefficients 
contain a scale (hence the term multiscale). In QG, lengths have 
exactly this behaviour, which has been proven to be universal 
[40–44] in the flat-space limit: it must hold also for the luminos-
ity distance because one should recover such multiscaling feature 
in the subcosmological limit dem

L → r. Thus,

h ∝ 1

dgw

L

,
dgw

L

dem

L

= 1 + ε

(
dem

L

�∗

)γ −1

, (5)

with ε = O(1), and γ 	= 0. In the presence of only one fundamen-
tal length scale �∗ =O(�Pl), Eq. (5) is exact [42] and γ = �UV takes 
the values in Table 1. Conversely, if �∗ is a mesoscopic scale, then 
Eq. (5) is valid only near the IR, close to the end of the flow, and 
γ = �meso ≈ 1.

The coefficient ε cannot be determined universally, since it de-
pends on the details of the transient regime, but we can set ε =
O(1) without loss of generality because also �∗ is a free parameter. 
However, the case with γ ≈ 1 is subtle as we cannot recover GR 
unless ε vanishes. This implies that ε must have a γ dependence: 
the simplest choice such that ε(γ 	= 1) = O(1), ε(γ = 1) = 0, and 
recovering the pure power law (4) on any plateau is ε = γ −1. The 
sign of ε is left undetermined to allow for all possible cases. The 
result is Eq. (5) with ε = ±|γ − 1|.

Equation (5) is our key result for analyzing the phenomenolog-
ical consequences of QG dimensional flow for the propagation of 
GWs. Its structure resembles the GW luminosity-distance relation 

Fig. 1. Upper bounds on γ for �∗ fixed between 1 Mpc and the Planck scale �Pl =
5 × 10−58 Mpc for the LIGO-Virgo observed binary neutron-star merger GW170817 
(BNS) and a simulated LISA supermassive black hole (SMBH) merger.

expected in some models with large extra-dimensions [9,45–47], 
where gravity classically “leaks” into a higher dimensional space. 
However, we emphasize that Eq. (5) is based on a feature of most 
QG proposals, dimensional flow, and does not rely on realizations 
in terms of classical extra dimensions.

The left-hand side of Eq. (5) is the strain measured in a GW 
interferometer. The right-hand side features the luminosity dis-
tance measured for the optical counterpart of the standard siren. 
Therefore, observations can place constraints on the two param-
eters �∗ and γ in a model-independent way, by constraining the 
ratio dgw

L (z)/dem

L (z) as a function of the redshift of the source. 
Our analysis is based on two standard sirens (with associated EM 
counterpart): the binary neutron-star merger GW170817 observed 
by LIGO-Virgo and the Fermi telescope [8], and a simulated z = 2
supermassive black hole merging event that could be observed by 
LISA [48–50]. There are three cases to consider:

(a) 0 > γ − 1 leads to an upper bound on �∗ of cosmological 
size, namely �∗ < (101 − 104) Mpc. Hence, when γ = �UV, we can-
not constrain the deep UV limit of quantum gravity, since �∗ = O(�Pl). 
This is expected in QG theories with �UV < 1 (Table 1) on the tenet 
that deviations from classical geometry occur at microscopic scales 
unobservable in astrophysics.

(b) 0 < γ − 1 = O(1): there is a lower bound on �∗ of cosmo-
logical size. Therefore, if Eq. (5) is interpreted as valid at all scales 
of dimensional flow and γ = �UV, this result rules out the three 
models not included in the previous case: κ-Minkowski spacetime 
with ordinary measure and the bicross-product or relative-locality 
Laplacians and Padmanabhan’s nonlocal model of black holes.

(c) 0 < γ − 1 � 1: Eq. (5) is valid in a near-IR regime and 
γ = �meso is very close to 1 from above. Using a Bayesian anal-
ysis identical to that of [9] (page 11) where �∗ is fixed and the 
constraint on γ is inferred [48], the resulting upper bound on γ is 
shown in Fig. 1. For the smallest QG scales, the bound saturates to

0 < �meso − 1 < 0.02 . (6)

Examining Eq. (2), we conclude that case (c) is realized only 
for geometries with a spectral dimension reaching dS → 4 from 
above. The only theories in our list that do so are those where 
�UV > �meso > 1 (the last three in Table 1: κ-Minkowski space-
time with ordinary measure and bicross-product or relative-local-
ity Laplacians and Padmanabhan’s model [48]) or �meso > 1 >
�UV (GFT/SF/LQG [27]). However, we exclude observability of the 
models with �UV > �meso > 1, since they predict �meso − 1 ∼
(�Pl/dem

L )2 < 10−116 [48]. Thus, only GFT, SF or LQG could generate 
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a signal detectable with standard sirens. Here dS runs from small 
values in the UV, but before reaching the limit dIR

S = 4 it over-
shoots the asymptote and decreases again: hence �meso > 1 > �UV. 
It would be interesting to find realistic quantum states of geome-
try giving rise to such a signal, with the construction of simplicial 
complexes as in Ref. [27].

4. Complementary constraints

Dimensional flow is also influenced by modifications of the 

dispersion relation K(−k2) = −�
2−2dk

H/dS∗ k2 + k2dk
H/dS of the spin-

2 graviton field, and this fact has been used to impose constraints 
on QG theories exhibiting dimensional flow using the LIGO-Virgo 
merging events [11,13,14]. However, the limits obtained this way 
are weaker than the ones we have found here because the GW fre-
quency is much lower than the Planck frequency. One gets either 
very weak bounds on �∗ or, setting �−1∗ > 10 TeV (LHC scale), a 
bound n = dH − 2 − 2� < 0.76 [14], for dmeso

H ≈ 4 corresponding to 
�meso − 1 > −0.38. This can constrain models such as the second 
and third in Table 1, but not those such as GFT/SF/LQG for which 
Eq. (6) holds.

Additional constraints on the spin-2 sector can arise from ob-
servations of the Hulse–Taylor pulsar [51]. If the spacetime dimen-
sion deviates from four roughly below scales lpulsar = 106 km ≈
10−13 Mpc, then the GW emission from this source is expected to 
be distinguishable from GR. However, it is difficult to analyze the 
binary dynamics and GW emission in higher-dimensional space-
times [52] and it is consequently more complicated to set bounds 
from binary pulsar systems. We will thus leave these investiga-
tions for future work. We point out, however, that at scales below 
�∗ = lpulsar (the vertical line in Fig. 1), our results could be largely 
improved by stronger constraints from the dynamics of compact 
objects.

Finally, stronger but model-dependent bounds can arise in sce-
narios that affect other sectors besides the dynamics of the spin-2 
graviton field. To have an idea of the constraints that can arise 
when other sectors become dynamical in QG, we consider a case 
where the effective scalar Newtonian potential � ∼ h00 experi-
ences QG dimensional flow: then the bound (6) can be strength-
ened by solar-system tests. In fact, Eq. (3) can describe � in a 
regime where � is approximately constant, while choosing sub-
horizon distances dem

L = r in Eq. (5) we get a multiscale expres-
sion. Thus, in four dimensions

� ∝ −1

r

(
1 ± ��

�

)
,

��

�
= |γ − 1|

(
r

�∗

)γ −1

. (7)

This result, different from but complementary [48] to what found 
in the effective field theory approach to QG, applies to the non-
perturbative GFT/SF/LQG theories with γ > 1 at mesoscopic scales. 
Assuming that photon geodesics are not modified at those scales, 
GR tests within the solar system using the Cassini bound impose 
��/� < 10−5 [53,54], implying

0 < �meso − 1 < 10−5, (8)

which is stronger than the limit obtained from GWs. However, this 
result relies on model-dependent assumptions on the scalar sec-
tor, independent of our previous arguments on the propagation of 
spin-2 GWs, and should be taken cum grano salis. We emphasize 
that in QG the dynamics of spin-0 fields and the Newtonian poten-
tial � can be far from trivial. Precisely for GFT/SF/LQG, the classical 
limit of the graviton propagator is known [55], but corrections to 
it and to the Newtonian potential are not [56]. Therefore, we can-
not compare Eq. (7) with the full theory, nor do we know whether 
quantum states exist giving rise to such a correction.

5. Conclusions

Quantum gravity can modify both the production and the prop-
agation of gravitational waves. We obtained the general equation 
(5) describing model-independent modifications due to nonpertur-
bative QG on the GW luminosity distance associated with long 
distance propagation of GWs. We have then shown that, while 
the deep UV regime of QG cannot be probed by GWs, mesoscopic-
scale (near-IR) departures from classical GR due to QG effects can 
be in principle testable with LIGO and LISA detections of merg-
ing events in the theories GFT/SF/LQG. Solar-system tests of the 
Newtonian potential � lead to stronger constraints than the ones 
imposed from GW data, but rely on model-dependent assumptions 
on the dynamics of the scalar Newtonian potential �. Focusing on 
the spin-2 field only, there are several directions that remain to be 
explored. For instance, time delays in gravitational lensing might 
be another place where to look for propagation effects beyond GR 
within LISA sensitivity. Moreover, also the details of the astrophysi-
cal systems giving rise to GW signals should be studied, in order to 
understand the consequences of a QG geometry on the production 
of GWs in the high-curvature region surrounding compact objects.
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